
Warm-Up 4-15-13 

Look at the diagram below. Describe the 

potential and kinetic energy in each picture. 

  

A 
B 

C 



Agenda 
• Opening 

•Matching 

• Work session 

•CRCT Review of Energy 

• Closing 
• Show what you know 



TYPES OF 

ENERGY 

CRCT Review 



Opening 

• Sort your cards into 2 types (Kinetic and 

Potential). 

• Match up the description of each. 

• Record on IAN # 50 



Quick Review of Forms of Energy 

 



What is Mechanical Energy? 

o Energy due to a 
object’s motion (kinetic) 
or position (potential). 

 

The bowling ball has 
mechanical energy.  

 

When the ball strikes 
the pins, mechanical 

energy is transferred to 
the pins! 



Examples of Mechanical Energy 



What is Electromagnetic 
Energy? 

o Light energy 
 

o Includes energy from 
gamma rays, xrays, 

ultraviolet rays, visible 
light, infrared rays, 

microwave and radio 
bands 



Electrical Energy 

o Energy caused by    
the movement of 

electrons 
 

o Easily transported 
through power lines 
and converted into 

other forms of energy 



What is Chemical Energy? 

o Energy that is 
available for release 

from chemical 
reactions. 

 

 The chemical bonds in 
a matchstick store 

energy that is 
transformed into 

thermal energy when 
the match is struck. 



Examples of Chemical Energy 



What is Thermal Energy? 

o Heat energy 
 

o The heat energy of an 
object determines how 

active its atoms are.  
 

A hot object is one whose atoms 
and molecules are excited and 

show rapid movement. 
 

 A cooler object's molecules and 
atoms will show less movement.  



Sound Energy 
• Form of energy associated with the vibration or 

disturbance of matter. Sound vibrations cause 

waves of pressure. These waves lead to some 

level of compression and refraction through 

which the waves travel. Sound energy is a form 

of mechanical energy. Sound waves require 

some kind of medium to travel through and are 

longitudinal, mechanical waves.  Sound 

generally travels faster in solids and liquids 

than in gases. 

 



Law of Conservation of Energy – Energy cannot be 
created or destroyed, only transformed from one 
form to another 

Potential chemical energy (stored 

in the coal) is transformed into 

thermal energy and then kinetic 

energy (spinning turbine) and then 

electrical energy. 

 

 

The electrical energy powers your 

appliances, computer, TV, 

hairdryer, etc. and is transformed 

into other forms of energy such as 

mechanical energy, light energy, 

thermal energy, sound energy. 
http://www.solpass.org/6-8Science/6s/Images/EnergyTransformations.gif 



Energy Transformations are never 100% efficient, 
because some kinetic energy is always transformed 
into thermal energy or sound energy and is unavailable 
for further useful work 

http://www.ems.psu.edu/~radovic/efficiency.gif 

The light bulb transforms 

electrical energy into light 

energy and thermal 

energy 

Chemical energy transformed 

into mechanical energy, thermal 

energy, and sound energy 



 QUIZ TIME! 

What type of energy 
cooks food in a 
microwave oven? 

ELECTROMAGNETIC 
ENERGY 

 

What type of energy is 
the spinning plate inside 
of a microwave oven? 

MECHANICAL ENERGY 



QUIZ TIME! 
Electrical energy is 
transported to your house 
through power lines. 
 

When you plug an electric fan 
to a power outlet, electrical 
energy is transform into what 
type of energy? 
 

MECHANICAL ENERGY 



QUIZ TIME! 
 

 

What energy transformation 
occurs when an electric lamp is 

turned on? 

 

ELECTRICAL ENERGY 

 

ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY 



What types of energy are shown below? 

Mechanical and Thermal Energy 
(Don’t forget friction) 



What type of energy is shown below? 

Chemical Energy 



What types of energy are shown below? 

Electrical, Mechanical and 
Electromagnetic Energy 



What type of energy is shown below? 

Chemical Energy  (yummy) 



What type of energy is shown below? 

Thermal Energy 



Energy Transfer 

Chemical 

Electrical 

Sound 

(mechanical) 

Light 

(Electromagnetic) 

Thermal 
Mechanical 

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.dansmc.com/spnorm.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.dansmc.com/sparkplugs1.htm&h=445&w=578&sz=58&tbnid=jvhCGCbL8GoJ:&tbnh=101&tbnw=132&hl=en&start=2&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dspark%2Bplugs%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D%26rls%3DRNWE,RNWE:2004-52,RNWE:en%26sa%3DG


Work Session 

• Complete Energy Review 

 



Closing:  Quick Review 

• Which team can answer the most 

correct? 



Closing:  Show what you know! 

Which is an example of electrical 

energy being converted into light 

energy? 

a. The sun 

b. A light bulb 

c. A solar panel 

d. Eating an apple 



Closing:  Show what you know! 

 

 

What is the energy transformation taking 

place, from the batteries to the flashlight 

when it is on? 

a. Heat to magnetic to light 

b. Chemical to magnetic to light 

c. Chemical to electrical to light 

d. Mechanical to electrical to light 



Closing:  Show what you know! 

On Halloween, you take a glow stick, crack 

the capsule inside and shake it until it 

glows. This is an example of light energy 

being created from ___________________ 

energy. 

a. Chemical 

b. Mechanical 

c. Solution 

d. thermal 



Closing:  Show what you know! 

Your hands get warm by a fire because 

________________energy is converted into 

heat energy 

a. Chemical 

b. Electrical 

c. Mechanical 

d. nuclear 



Show What You Know! 

A softball is hit high into the air. As it rises, 

the softball 

a. Loses kinetic energy and loses potential 

energy. 

b. Loses kinetic energy and gains potential 

energy. 

c. Gains kinetic energy and gains potential 

energy. 

d. Gains kinetic energy and loses potential 

energy. 



How does heat energy reach the 
Earth from the Sun? 

A. Radiation 

B. Conduction 

C. Convection 

D. Insulation 



Show What You Know! 

What form of energy is associated with 

the movement of charges, usually 

electrons? 

A. chemical 

B. electrical 

C. heat 

D. sound 



Show What You Know! 

 For Kathy to see the image, light must 

have entered her eyes. What 

specifically entered Kathy's eyes? 

A. only matter 

B. only energy 

C. both matter and energy 

D. neither matter nor energy 



Show What You Know! 
Laboratory investigations show that when two cars 

traveling at the same speed have a head-on collision, the 

smaller car experiences more damage. Which of the 

following is a reasonable explanation for that 

fact? 

A. The larger car has more potential energy than the 

smaller car does. 

B. Mass has a greater effect on kinetic energy than speed 

does. 

C. The larger car experiences more friction than the 

smaller car does. 

D. The larger car has more kinetic energy than the smaller 

car does. 



Show What You Know! 

A heater at floor level heats a room with which 

of the following? 

a. Thermal expansion 

b. Radiation 

c. Conduction 

d. Convection 



Show What You Know! 

Kinetic energy depends on 

A. mass and volume. 

B. velocity and weight. 

C. weight and height. 

D. velocity and mass. 



Show What You Know! 

Which of the following types of energy 

comes from a compound that 

changes as its atoms are rearranged? 

a. kinetic energy  

b. thermal energy 

c. chemical energy 

d. light energy 


